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UPDATED FOR 2017-18!!Students looking for guidance on how to answer the most common

prompts for college application essays for 2017-18 can find excellent advice, tips and ideas in this

handy primer. This easy-to-use guide provides writing strategies for the essay prompts required by

The Common Application, the Coalition for Access application, the University of California and

ApplyTexas applications, as well as other popular college prompts. It include tips and ideas for

answering the main transfer essays (both Common App and UCs), as well as the most common,

shorter supplemental ("supps") essay required by many schools, such as why you are the right fit for

a school and your extracurricular interests and activities. It also has a chapter on how to recycle

essays.This guide is the perfect companion for writing coach Janine Robinson's other popular book,

"Escape Essay Hell!," which helps students brainstorm unique topics for their application essays

and write them in a powerful narrative style in 10 fast and easy steps. It also includes a way to get

"Escape Essay Hell!" for FREE!Her newest guide, the "Writing Survival Guide," is packed with

narrative writing tips, techniques and devices, as well as sample essays.Don't let a poorly

conceived, dull essay keep you out of the school of your dreams! It's all about putting the right "spin"

on your essay so you can show the world exactly who you are--a unique, smart and insightful

student!Finds lots of helpful advice and information on writing standout college application essays at

www.EssayHell.com. Author Janine Robinson also provides one-on-one tutoring and editing

services to students all over the world. Go to her site for details.
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The content is decent, you get about 4-6 pages on each Common App prompt etc. as well as advice

on writing supplements. It's a bit generic, though, with very few examples. Furthermore, 90% of this

book can be found verbatim on the author's website - for free.

Fantastic resource for students & professionals. A must have bookshelf addition! Janine Robinson

stylistically has created a step by step college essay writing masterpiece! All of the books she has

authored are my go to books during every college admission cycle.

These books were absolutely great for helping my high school senior understand how to write the

common application essay. They helped give her direction and along with an interview with Janine

made all the difference. Janine and her books really helped alleviate the stress of the application

process and the final essay was great!

Very helpful and well organized as well as easy to use. Love the section on UC prompts.

This helped my son get pointed in the right direction - thank you! Great coverage of all of the

different prompts

Concise and to the point, very helpful!

Very specific advise for each prompt on the common app. It really helped me to fully understand

what to emphasize for each (vague and open-ended) prompt. Much of this advice can also be found

on the author's website, but I personally find books easier to follow than digital material. Like most of

the author's books, I feel this title is a great compliment to her other books.

"2013" is part of the title for a reason: This guide will dissect all the major prompts for the 2013 year



(UC, Common App), going through every question and advising readers through example essays,

do's and don'ts, common pitfalls, tricks, etc. The author even gives us advice on how to recycle

essays (super important) and write supplemental essays as well. I'd highly recommend you check

out her blog (super helpful tips there). With this price for such a thorough, helpful book (along with

her blog if you decide to check it out), you'll definitely be getting a bang for your buck(s)! I'd still buy

this if it were three times the price.
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